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Episode 198 “Tempus Fugite, Part 5”:  So the plan is simple.  Get everyone from the Lampo onto the Luna by using her shuttlecraft to act as a ferry system.  It will take hours to accomplish but it appears that the crews have time to spare.  The real question is of course how will the crew of the Lampo deal with interacting with a group of people outside of their community for the first time in nearly seven decades?
=/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  Begin Mission  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=
MO_Lynch says:
::steps onto the bridge from the TL::
FCO_Shania says:
::at helm, working on putting together a flight plan for the shuttles::
Host CO_Savar says:
::On the Bridge::
CMO_McDonald says:
@:: Standing on the Lampo trying to figure out what to do next ::
MO_Lynch says:
::looks around briefly for the XO before spotting her::
CNS_Nhicola says:
@::takes a moment to consider the situation::
XO_Singh says:
:: On the bridge:: CO: What if have the various transports just take them away from the sphere of the ships influence and then beam them aboard.  We would be able to evacuate them quicker.
Host Captain_Rumar says:
@CIV: Getting everyone off of the ship may not be possible, you see many of the people onboard consider this to be "home".
MO_Lynch says:
::approaches the XO:: XO: Commander.... May I have a word?
SO_Silver says:
:: Keeping a close eye on the sensor readings, trying to ascertain why the ship flickered earlier and how it affected the Luna.::
CMO_McDonald says:
@CIV: Thought here. What about a tractor beam?
XO_Singh says:
::Turns around::  MO: Sure...
MO_Lynch says:
XO: I just received my orders and of course had to familiarize myself with the mission...
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CO: Then you and your second in command must some how convince them that it is not safe to stay here any longer
XO_Singh says:
:: Nods as she listens.::
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::turns to the CMO:: CMO: I don't know if that is possible
MO_Lynch says:
::after gathering his thoughts on how to proceed:: XO: Why are we bringing the survivors on board the Luna?
CMO_McDonald says:
@CIV: I know it probably isn't but lets look at all options here.
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@*XO*: What exactly going to happen to the Lampo in a few hours?
Host CO_Savar says:
XO: It's a good idea.
XO_Singh says:
:: Motions to the ship::  MO: Because at this point the ship is not operational, especially given what we have been hearing so far. The second is the fact it will not be here in 32 hours given the power build up... assuming that earlier flickering is not apart of it... in which case we may have less time.
MO_Lynch says:
XO: I think you remember my feelings on the natural progression of life?  We need to find a way to send the Lampo ::pointing at the Excelsior class vessel on the viewscreen::  back to just before it engaged it's Slipstream drive.
XO_Singh says:
CO: Thank you sir.
Host Captain_Rumar says:
@CIV: I'm sorry, I think you may have been misled regarding the political situation onboard this ship, although I am the "Captain" I am not infact in charge of the entire populous.
CMO_McDonald says:
@:: looks at the captain of the Lampo with a quizzical look ::
MO_Lynch says:
XO: Commander, I don't know where they have come from... Whether it's a few minutes of our time equaling 69 years of theirs or they have been bouncing around through time and/ or realities for 69 years but the timeline may have been infected as well.
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CO: What are you saying, there many factions onboard and they have different leaders?
SO_Silver says:
CO/XO: Sirs, I have an update for you.  We already suspected the slipstream core is unstable.  It is currently 'pushing' the ship out of phase as it vents of power.  When it 'vented' earlier, the power output did drop.  But it is now rising again.  At this point, whatever is going on, should have a minimal affect on the Luna... mostly increased hull stress.
XO_Singh says:
MO: You are talking about time travel?  :: glances over at Silver.::
FCO_Shania says:
::assigns the last pilots to their shuttles::
XO_Singh says:
MO: At the moment, the away team is trying to discover what exactly is going on.  You can hear some of their conversation now.  At the moment, I don't think they want to go back.
XO_Singh says:
OPS: Increase power to shielding.
Host Captain_Rumar says:
@CIV: There are two "factions" onboard.  I suspect it wont be long before you meet the leader of the other one.  I must warn you however, he has a dislike for the Starfleet, he feels they are responsible for this situation.
MO_Lynch says:
IXO: It's not just the lives of that crew we need to think about but the timeline of the universe.  Maybe I'm supposed to be dead and their... situation... has messed time.  Maybe the Luna is destroyed in the real timeline... Perhaps the Federation has been destroyed but the reality of the matter is...  the natural progression of all life must...
MO_Lynch says:
XO:. ...be preserved.
Host CO_Savar says:
FCO: What is the status of the shuttles?
XO_Singh says:
:: frowns:: MO: But then they have followed the natural sequence of things... as fate dictated it.
Host CO_Savar says:
SO: What is the danger to any shuttlecraft if they aren't docked in the Luna at the time?
MO_Lynch says:
XO: Perhaps fate has dictated that we must return them to before the Slipstream event so that it can be stopped.
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CO: Liking Star Fleet or not, if we don't leave this vessel, we may all be blanked out of existence. What exactly is happening to the Lampo I don't know, my ship is keeping me in the dark on this.
MO_Lynch says:
XO: I understand their Slipstream drive is still operational after these so called 69 years?
FCO_Shania says:
CO: The shuttles are ready, I'm just assigning the last pilots. But I can't tell you how long it's gonna take without a number of how many people we need to evacuate.
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CO: So we need to set-up a meeting between you, the other faction leader and myself.
MO_Lynch says:
XO: And it is this drive that is causing the energy build-up?
XO_Singh says:
MO: Acutally it is malfunctioning.  And how do you know that fate is not done with them and has returned them to 'get off'?  Doctor, this is philosophizing which we could spend hours if not a life time on.  We can only do what we think is best.  If we always second guessed ourselves, we would never step out the door again.
CMO_McDonald says:
@CIV: If what the captain has told us is true. Wouldn't it be prudent to exercise caution.
Host Captain_Rumar says:
@CIV: I am sure that can be arranged.
MO_Lynch says:
XO: OK... You have a point.  But the fact of the matter is... this ship's Slipstream drive is causing havoc.
XO_Singh says:
MO: Well... not exactly... :: Looks over at Silver.::

@ACTION: The Away Team can hear some "fuss" coming from the other side of the door leading to the "sorting area"

MO_Lynch says:
::looking at SO Silver::  XO/SO: I was under the impression it was on a power build-up?
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::turns back to the CMO:: CMO: Whether or not he likes me or not, frankly, I don't care. SFI has been hated for years and I'm used to it. We need to get off this ship before we all disappear.
CNS_Nhicola says:
@::reaches into the bag to touch the Canar, trying to sense what she can about the goings on that they can hear::
SO_Silver says:
CO: It would depend on how close to the Lampo they were at the time the ship vanished.  I am also concerned that with each 'incident', the effect could be stronger.
CMO_McDonald says:
@CIV: Yes I know SFI has been hated for years. I agree with that sentiment about them but now's not the time. I just figure we should err on the side of caution at first.
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@:: hears the fuss:: CO: What is happening outside?
Host CO_Savar says:
SO: Monitor the situation.  Erring on the side of caution, we'll back off before it reaches full strength
SO_Silver says:
MO: Yes sir... power build up and then something is causing it to vent.
SO_Silver says:
CO: Aye sir...
CNS_Nhicola says:
@CIV: I'm sensing anger and fear, sir.
CMO_McDonald says:
@CIV: A lot of anger and fear coming from that area.. :: pulls his phaser and tricorder ::
MO_Lynch says:
::hearing Silver:: SO: The Slipstream drive is building?
XO_Singh says:
*CIV*: Something is venting the ships power.  Are they doing that?
Host Captain_Rumar says:
@CIV: I do not know.  I cannot see through the bulkhead Captain.
SO_Silver says:
MO: Well, it is not building, but it is creating a power build-up.
MO_Lynch says:
::turns back to the XO without waiting for a response:: XO: Then perhaps we should shut it down... Perhaps if we do everything will return to the way is should.  In any case... shutting it down will keep it here instead of vanishing
CNS_Nhicola says:
@CIV/CMO: I recommend that we don't do anything that could possibly threaten them more, Sirs. ::eyes the phaser:: :has hers, but it's holstered::
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@*XO*: I don't exactly know at this point, I'm in negotiations to speak with the other lader of the crew here. I'm oblivious to what is happening outside the doors.
CNS_Nhicola says:
@~~~CMO: I'm just guessing, but I think that's the other faction.~~~
Host CO_Savar says:
*CIV*: Captain MacPherson-Quest...
CMO_McDonald says:
@CIV: I'm getting half a dozen life forms heading this way.
MO_Lynch says:
XO/SO: I'm far from a Scientist unless your talking about the Science of Biology, but even I know that we should consider that option.
XO_Singh says:
*CIV*: I think I must have missed the fact there is more then one.  Now that you have one of them though, can they shut down the slipstream drive?  That might prevent the current situation.
CMO_McDonald says:
@~~~CNS: You would be right and they don't 'feel' happy~~~
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@*XO*: I don't know let me ask, but we're about to get some company. I believe that it might be the other faction leader as we speak.
TO_Tolsen says:
CO: Sir, I have my teams ready and waiting.
CMO_McDonald says:
@CIV: That other group doesn't 'feel' happy we're here. and they're spreading out.
Host CO_Savar says:
*CIV*: Despite being completely logical that these persons leave the Lampo, it is likely that they will not, no matter how much logic we reason with them.  If it comes down to it, those who want to leave are the priority.  Those who do not will remain and face the consequences of their actions.
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CO: Can you shut down the slipstream drive?

@ACTION: As if to answer all the questions to doors swish open to reveal a single figure of a human male.  Probably in his early 30's, he has the heavy set thug look standing no taller than 5ft 5.  He looks around the room with his beady black eyes.

XO_Singh says:
MO: That should answer help you with your stand doctor... those who want to, should be allowed to return.  That is logical.
CMO_McDonald says:
@:: Lowers his phaser :: and waits for the CIV to start speaking ::
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::looks at the people who came in::
Host Pappas says:
@Rumar: Oh I see you have outdone yourself this time "Captain".  Just who have we here eh? ::slowly walks around the room staring at each team member at a time::
MO_Lynch says:
::hearing the possibility of some returning to the Luna he grits his teeth but says nothing::
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::turns back to the CO:: CO: The other leader I presume?
CNS_Nhicola says:
@::looks across the room at a man who is no taller than she is:: ::is somewhat relieved, but still on guard::
XO_Singh says:
MO: It is called compromise... and options.
Host Captain_Rumar says:
@::has become noticeably defensive:: CIV: Yes.  This is Pappas.  The "Leader" of this ship.
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CO: Then I propose this, then we will take those who are willing to leave back to my ship on the runabout that is docked outside the Lampo.
Host CO_Savar says:
TO: Understood.  If only we could cut through the interference.
MO_Lynch says:
XO: With all do respect sir... There is no compromising natural progression.  ::turns and heads for the TL::  XO: If I may be excused sir?
TO_Tolsen says:
CO: Shall we start over with the shuttles, as a precautionary measure?  We should have a team there anyways to prevent any panicking.
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@Pappas: I am Capt. MacPherson-Quest and this is Ens. Nhicola and Cmdr. McDonald. We are with the USS Luna.
XO_Singh says:
:: sigh::  MO: Aye... be prepared though for whatever fate tosses your way.
Host CO_Savar says:
TO: Or it could be taken as an offensive move.
CMO_McDonald says:
@:: Nods to the new person :: discreetly scanning them with the tricorder ::
CNS_Nhicola says:
@Pappas: We are here to help you, if you'll allow us to.
TO_Tolsen says:
CO: Damned if we do and damned if we don't?
MO_Lynch says:
::steps into the TL and mumbles::  Self: You don't have to tell me about fate Commander.  Illness has brought me to the breach and I used medicine against my own beliefs to cure for the sake of another....  ::turns to watch the TL doors close::
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@Pappas: What I was just proposing to the Captain here is that we take those of you who wish to leave back to my ship as soon as we can, or everyone will perish or what ever will happen to the Lampo.
Host Pappas says:
@CIV: The USS Luna?  Ahh then you are from Starfleet.  ::rubs his hands together:: CNS: You are here only for this vessel, we know how much this ship is worth to your Federation.
XO_Singh says:
:: Watches Lynch vanish and sighs, shaking her head.  There were something she knew she would not see eye to eye on with that man.  Life should always win if there is a chance.::
CNS_Nhicola says:
@Pappas: Actually, we don't have any way to save the ship. We have only the people to worry about.
Host CO_Savar says:
XO/FCO/TO: We should launch the shuttles now.  Get them in place to evacuate the Lampo.
Host Pappas says:
@CIV: She is Captain in name only.  There is something wrong with this ship?
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@Pappas: Yes, I am a Captain within Star Fleet Intelligence and we are interested in what happened to the Lampo a few moments ago after entering the slipstream. ::turns back to the CO:: CO: Can the slipstream drive be shut down?
TO_Tolsen says:
CO: Aye sir.
FCO_Shania says:
CO: Understood. ::informs the pilots::
MO_Lynch says:
::arrives back in Sickbay looking for T'Neer::
XO_Singh says:
CO: Shall I go with one of the teams?
TO_Tolsen says:
:: Orders his teams to pair off and join the shuttles.::
Host CO_Savar says:
XO: For what purpose?
Host Captain_Rumar says:
@CIV: We do not know.  All our attempts have failed.  Although we have not tried for over 40 years.
CMO_McDonald says:
@~~~CNS: Keep your Canar close just in case tensions rise~~~
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@::nods at the CO::
Host Pappas says:
@CNS: You merely want to get us off of this ship so you can take it over.  Well I won't have it.  This is no longer a Federation ship, we hold you no loyalty.
MO_Lynch says:
::spots T'Neer and asks gruffly:: T'Neer: How are the preparations for the Lampo crew going?
CNS_Nhicola says:
@~~~CMO: Aye, sir. Just, realize that I can't use it much more.~~~
XO_Singh says:
CO: Beyond leadership and wanting to get past that field to know scientifically what is going on?  No reason.
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@*XO*: They were unable to shut down the drive, but of course they haven't tried in "forty" years.
CMO_McDonald says:
@~~~CNS: Do your best okay.. I have faith in you.~~~
CNS_Nhicola says:
@Pappas: Do you know what's been happening to you? For us, the slipstream test was earlier today.
CNS_Nhicola says:
@~~~CMO: I'll do my best.~~~
XO_Singh says:
*CIV*: Then it is questionable they could do it now... can it be ejected?
Host Pappas says:
@CNS: That makes no difference to me.  We have been stuck here for 70 years.  Your world now is as alien as it will ever be.
Host CO_Savar says:
::Wonders how to express that he doesn't want to risk any more of his senior officers::  XO: Unless you believe the Captain is failing in his duties, the leadership may be covered.  Shuttles can send back readings as well.
MO_T’Neer says:
::pauses as she looks at the MO's eyes trying to gauge what brought on that mental state:: MO: Yes sir, we're just taking final inventory of what we can send to the Cargo Bays for their arrival
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CO: Then can you try and eject the core?
XO_Singh says:
:: Hiding her disappointment::  CO: No sir, Captain MacPherson seems to have things in hand.
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@Pappas: We have no intentions of "taking" it over, we just want to know why the drive failed.
Host Captain_Rumar says:
@CIV: The Slipstream core does not have an ejection mechanism.
TO_Tolsen says:
CO: Tactical is in place on the shuttles... there as needed and for support.
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@*XO*: I think that answers your question, they can't, no means to do so.
CNS_Nhicola says:
@Pappas: It should matter. You'll continue jumping and living like this if you don't get off of this ship. We can take you back to where you can live normal lives, if you want that. If you'd rather continue scrounging for supplies, in order to keep the society you've built, this ship and everyone who remains on it should return to that life soon.
MO_Lynch says:
T'Neer: Good. Then you are in charge of everything in the Cargo Bay.  Any serious injuries you are to send to me here in Sickbay.  Understood?
Host Pappas says:
@CIV: Why didn't you say so!  In the early years the scientists determined the cause was due to particle leakage from the ships conventional warp reactor.  The engineers failed to secure it properly and the two reactions mingled slightly... the rest as you say, is history.
XO_Singh says:
*CIV*: They are talking about staying... how long can they possibly remain on that ship as is?  Or is the slipstream drive some how supplying them the needed power?  What have they been doing all this time anyways that they would want to stay or is this a case of 'control'?
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@*XO*: Did you catch that Commander?
MO_T’Neer says:
MO: Yes sir, I do.
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CO: Is there anyone in your group that wants to leave?
XO_Singh says:
*CIV*: Yes... sounds like someone did not account for possible problems to eject it.
MO_Lynch says:
T'Neer: Then take your team and get down there.
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@Pappas/CO: Is the slipstream drive supplying power to the ship still?
CNS_Nhicola says:
@::without reaching into the bag, tries to connect to the Canar, and get as much of a sense of Pappas as she can, though she would only pick up strong emotions::
Host Pappas says:
@::makes a grating sound, possibly laughter:: CNS: This is our normal lives.  We have everything we need here, and if not then we can always go and get it now we have returned to "normal space"
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@*XO*: But did you also catch that in the early years the scientists determined the cause was due to particle leakage from the ships conventional warp reactor. The engineers failed to secure it properly and the two reactions mingled slightly
MO_T’Neer says:
::nods at a few Sickbay Staff members and heads out toward the CB::
CMO_McDonald says:
~~~CNS: Put you're hand on the canar fully. I want to get a good read on this Pappas person~~~
Host Captain_Rumar says:
@CIV: I believe there are a few people who would like to go, although... ::trails off::
XO_Singh says:
*CIV*: Yes, I did.  And if I understood the other leader just now... he will not be 'remaining' in normal space much longer if they remain on that ship.
Host Captain_Rumar says:
@::rallies:: CIV: Yes the Slipstream core is keeping us powered
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@Pappas: So what you are saying you knew what was happening all the time and you didn't tell the people what was going on. So they could leave if they wanted to?
MO_Lynch says:
::heads toward the CMO's Office forgetting it's no longer his and sits in the chair::
CMO_McDonald says:
@:: Holsters his phaser for a more friendly approach ::
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CO: Gather those people and we'll take them with us.
CNS_Nhicola says:
@::gently reaches in to touch the Canar, trying to be non-disruptive::
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@*XO*: The slipstream drive is keeping them powered as well.
SO_Silver says:
CO: Shuttles are in place near the Lampo, waiting further instructions.
CMO_McDonald says:
@CIV: I'm no engineer, but wouldn't it be prudent to shut down the slipstream drive and go to auxiliary power.
CNS_Nhicola says:
@::focuses and gets as much of a reading she can, but is suddenly doing all she can not to wince in pain::
Host Pappas says:
@CIV: There was no way off of this ship until now
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@*XO*: The Captain has people willing to leave, but this Pappas character has no intentions of letting his people go.
CMO_McDonald says:
@:: Shakes his head :: CIV: May I have a word with out  outside please.
Host CO_Savar says:
XO: If we convinced them to shut down their core, we could refit them with a standard drive... it might even be possible to let them keep the vessel...
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CO: Can you try and shut down the drive and go to auxiliary?
Host CO_Savar says:
XO: Inform Captain MacPherson-Quest the shuttles are ready, and he is to begin evacuation immediately of those who wish to.
XO_Singh says:
CO: You actually think Starfleet would let them? :: Shakes her head::  The one called Pappas sounds more like a pirate who wants to keep control of his small realm then a man concerned for his people.  Many of those people still have relatives here and now.
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@Pappas: I have a vessel that can take those of you willing, to leave this ship.
Host CO_Savar says:
XO: If he decided to take up piracy, he would be captured.  The priority is recovering what lives we can, and only then will we worry about the technology.
XO_Singh says:
*CIV*: The shuttles are standing by, ready to take those who wish to leave.  Evacuation needs to be done immediately.
CMO_McDonald says:
~~~CNS: What's wrong. Where is the pain coming from?~~~ Fight it as much as possible but be careful okay. I will want to see you in sickbay when we get back.
Host Captain_Rumar says:
@CIV: Perhaps.  We will need to travel to engineering, our computer is running at minimal power, we cannot shut the core down from here
XO_Singh says:
:: nods:: *CIV*: Inform them the federation might consider refitting the ship with a standard drive as well as letting them keep the vessel.
CNS_Nhicola says:
@~~~CMO: Overuse of the Canar. Halliians are naturally only partially telepathic. Even though I'm gifted in that area for a member of my race, I feel the things I'm sensing becoming dimmer and dimmer and my headache getting stronger and stronger.~~~
Host Pappas says:
@CIV: None of my people will leave.  This is their home.  If "her lot" with to go then good riddance.
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@Pappas/CO: I have just been informed that there are more shuttle waiting to take people back the Luna now. It has to be done immediately however.
SO_Silver says:
CO/XO: Sirs, the energy level is close to what it was last time it vented.  If it continues, when it does vent, there will be an increase in its affect on us and the Lampo.
CMO_McDonald says:
@~~~CNS: Then take a break. Docs orders~~~ :: turns to the CNS and smiles softly ::
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@Pappas: Star Fleet may be willing to refit the Lampo with a standard drive and let you keep the vessel and go wherever you wish in the Federation.
CNS_Nhicola says:
@CMO: ::takes her hand off of the Canar, and doesn't try to respond telepathically:: ::nods slightly and almost unnoticeably::
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CMO: Not ignoring you doctor, we have to get this done before we're all stuck here. I don't know about you, but I have a wife and daughter to think about.
XO_Singh says:
:: Nods:: TO: Increase power to the shields and inform the shuttles to back off until it has vented.
Host Pappas says:
@::laughs this time:: CIV: We both know that is not very likely.  But in the hopes of "friendly" relations between us I suggest we go and look at engineering, if we solve the problem there then we may not need to leave at all.
CMO_McDonald says:
@:: Extends his telepathic abilities to their max to compensate for the lack of the CNS ::
TO_Tolsen says:
:: nods and relays the orders while increasing power to shields.::
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@Pappas: I used to be an engineer, let's get going.
CNS_Nhicola says:
@CIV: I'd like to begin organizing an evacuation of anyone who would like to leave, from either faction. I'm not feeling very well, and I'm not certain that I can be of much help to you here.
SO_Silver says:
CO: Shuttles have gone behind us for protection...
CMO_McDonald says:
@CIV: I'll stay here and help coordinate the evac
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@*XO*: I'm going with Pappas and try and shutdown the slipstream drive and he isn't too keen on refitting the Lampo with a drive. He doesn't trust Starfleet, blames Command for this tragedy.
CNS_Nhicola says:
@ ::takes the risk of using her telepathy one more time, touching the Canar lightly:: ~~~CMO: Are you sure we don't want to keep a telepath with him?~~~ ::pain worsens, she can't do this much more::
CIV_MacPherson-Quest says:
@CMO/CNS: Yes, do whatever you can to help these people.
CMO_McDonald says:
~~~CNS: What did I say. Take a break. I think He'll be fine by himself. Remember he is SFI he's used to not trusting people

ACTION: The Luna shakes again as the Lampo’s Slipstream Core emits another burst of energy, at the exact output levels as last time...

=/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=    End Mission   =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=

